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TURKEY-QATAR TIES
GETTING STRONGER

‘Relations between Turkey and Qatar are deep-rooted’
I

Turkish Ambassador to Qatar HE Fikret Ozer

n a special interview with Qatar
Tribune, the Turkish Ambassador
to Qatar HE Fikret Ozer discussed
the latest developments in the relations between the State of Qatar and
Turkey on several levels.
Ozer ﬁrst assured the strong relations between the two nations are
deep-rooted as Turkey was one the
very ﬁrst countries to recognise Qatar
after independence.
The Turkish envoy said the relations are getting stronger year after
highlighting that the trade volume
between Qatar and Turkey has doubled this year reaching over $1.3bn
compared to $750mn last year, and
expecting it to reach to $2bn by the
end of 2018.
“This comes after the constant
cooperation efforts by both nations,
especially after the unjust siege imposed on Qatar last year which Turkey
responded to by providing all the necessary support to Qatar and opened
its markets for”, he added. Ozer emphasised that more than 220 Turkish

commercial companies are registered
in Qatar so far, and 60 of them are
major companies operating in Qatar
in different ﬁelds of commerce and
investment. He added, “Qatar exports
LPG, petrochemicals and aluminum
to Turkey and Turkey exports various foods, industrial products and
equipment. Qatari businessmen have
invested and ﬁnanced many projects
in Turkey, the latest of which was the
largest chemical plant in Turkey”.
Besides, Turkey is proving to be
a favourite travel destination for Qataris as the number of tourists from
Qatar so far this year has more than
doubled from two years ago, the Turkish Ambassador said.
“More than 71,000 Qatari tourists
visited Turkey so far this year, the ﬁgure was just 33,000 in 2016, he added. Ozer expects the number to cross
100,000 by the end of this year.
The ambassador said the tourist inﬂux from Qatar to Turkey saw
an upsurge in 2017 after the bilateral relations underwent a massive

transformation.
Ozer added that there was a signiﬁcant rise in the number of Qataris
buying property in Turkey as more
real estate and brokerage companies are opening in Doha, facilitating
transactions in this ﬁeld.
Ozer appreciated the Qatari support to Turkey during the crisis and
threats that occurred in Turkey in
the past few years such as the failed
military coup in 2016 and recently,
the manipulation of the Turkish Lira.
“HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al
Thani has given an appreciated support during his recent visit to Ankara
when he poured in $15bn into the
Tukish banks which had a signiﬁcant
positive impact on our economy”, he
continued.
“In 2014, Qatar and Turkey signed
several agreements, including the
Turkish military base in Qatar, whose
priorities include Gulf security and
regional security. At the beginning,
Iran was not comfortable about this
base, but some other neighbouring

countries were more uncomfortable
than Iran, including Saudi Arabia.
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan explained to the Saudi King Salman bin
Abdulaziz al Saud that the mission of
the Turkish base is the security of the
GCC and that his country is ready to
establish similar bases in Saudi Arabia, but King Salman never responded
back to that,” Ozer explained.
Commenting on the murder of
Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi in
the Saudi Consulate in Istanbul, the
Turkish ambassador said that Turkey
will not leave this case until the perpetrators are tried. Ozer added that
Khashoggi had a great advantage in
the ﬁeld of journalism in the Arab
world and stressed that President Erdogan and the Turkish investigation
team will not hide any of the investigations from the world.
“I had known him in person
since I was working for the Turkish
diplomatic mission in Saudi Arabia
in Jeddah, and he was a man,” Ozer
remembers.
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Yunus Emre Institute
Promotes Turkish Culture

Y

unus Emre Institute in Doha primarily aims at supporting those who would
like to learn Turkish language, culture and art, and promote Turkey.
The Yunus Emre Institute in Doha also seeks to promote friendly relations
between the two countries, enhance cultural interaction, and provide information to
Qatari people in this direction.
The Institute creates an appropriate ground for Qataris to learn Turkish from
accurate sources thanks to the activities which are organised under “culture”, “art”
and “Turkish education” titles.
The Institution has worked to strengthen ties between the countries since 2016
within the framework of its vision.
In two years, the institution has provided Qatar Turkish courses to approximately 600 people. Ten of those and three other people are sent to the summer
school in Turkey every year. During one-month period, they learn about the Turkish
culture and hone their skills in the Turkish language.
Two people from Qatar were sent to complete archery course in Turkey within
the framework of Kemankeş Turkish Archery Project. After they completed their
education in Turkey, they started to teach archery to new volunteers at the Institute.
The trainees who become successful in the competitions at the end of the terms
can participate in international competitions in Turkey and improve their levels.
Besides the men, women display a great interest in archery courses.
In the near future, the institution plans to open new courses to promote Turkish
cuisine and Turkish art.

Turkish School Sets
High Standards
T

he Turkish School was built on the request of President of the Republic of Turkey, Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Built by TAV
Construction Company, the school operates in
afﬁliation with Turkish and Qatari Ministries
of National Education and under the supervision of the Embassy of the Republic of Turkey
in Doha.
Having started with providing education to
25 students on a 10.000 square metres area in
the district of Ain-Khaled in the academic year
2016-2017, the Turkish School continues to
render educational services to nearly 200 students now. A total of 18 teachers are teaching
in the school’s primary, secondary and open
secondary and high school classes.
The Turkish School in Doha, which employs
Turkish language as its educational language
and follows the Turkish national educational
curriculum, places more emphasis on Arabic
and English classes compared to the schools in
Turkey.
The Turkish School also organises cultural
activities, educational competitions and sports

events in various schools based in Doha with
the aim of building educational bridges between Qatar and Turkey and introducing Turkish language, culture and values to the educational institution in Qatar.
Participating in creative educational
projects of ALF Foundation at the same time,
the school came in 4th among the 50 schools

that took part in these projects in Doha in the
academic year 2017-2018.
The Turkish School is set to gain an international quality in the forthcoming years to
cultivate a richer cultural environment by accepting both Qatari students and students from
the other nationalities in Qatar from the academic year 2018-2019 onwards.
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Turkish Airlines’ Load Factor
reaches 83.4% in September

T

urkish Airlines has recently announced the passenger and cargo trafﬁc results for September and left behind a month of high load factor with 83.4% performance. On top of the
strong base effect of September 2017, growth in the number of passengers, revenue per
kilometre and load factor, is an important indicator of the continued growing interest in Turkey
and Turkish Airlines.

Turkish Airlines Brings
New Elegant Style to
Skies With New Cabin
Crew Uniforms

September 2018 Trafﬁc Results
² The passenger growth trend continued in September, total number of passengers carried going up by 1% reaching about 7 million passengers, and Load Factor going up to %83.4.
² In September 2018, Total Load Factor improved by 2 points, while international Load Factor increased by 2 points to 83% and domestic Load Factor increased by 2 points to 87%
approximately.
² International-to-international transfer passengers (transit passengers) went up by 3% approximately.
² In September, cargo/mail volume continued the double digit growth trend and increased
by 22%, compared to the same period of 2017. Main contributors to the growth in cargo/
mail volume, are Domestic Lines with 48%, N. America with 32% increase, Africa with 23%
increase and Far East with 20% increase.
² In September, Africa showed load factor growth of 7 points, while Europe, Domestic Lines
and Far East showed load factor growth of about 2 points.

Turkish
Airlines
Posts $258
mn Net Proﬁt
in First Half
of 2018

January-September 2018 Trafﬁc Results
² During January-September, increase in demand and passengers was 10% and 12%, respectively, over the same period of last year. Total number of passengers reached 58 million.
² During January-September, total Load Factor improved by 3 points up to 82%. International
Load Factor increased by approximately 3 points exceeding 81%, domestic Load Factor went
up by 2 points exceeding 85%.
² Excluding international-to-international transfer passengers (transit passengers), the
number of international passengers went up signiﬁcantly by 13%.
² Cargo/mail carried during the nine months increased by 25% and reached to 1 million tons.

T

I

n celebration of 85 successful years,
Turkish Airlines has unveiled a
fresh look with a new uniform especially designed for its cabin crew. The
new uniforms will begin to be used following the opening of the Istanbul New
Airport, the “new home” of the ﬂag carrier airline.
Inspired by many classic elements
of Turkish design and culture, the new
uniforms incorporate traditional patterns found in artisanal glassware, ceramics and calligraphy with contemporary textures and details. The collection
combines shapes and colours found in
Istanbul Bosphorus with a new ‘ﬂow
detail’, created to symbolise the effortless and dynamic energy ﬂowing
through Turkey’s most dynamic city as
an intersection between East and West.
The global airline, which ﬂies to
more countries than any other, paired
up with Milan-based Haute Couturier
Ettore Bilotta to create the dynamic

new uniform design heralding a new
era and brand identity for the national
ﬂag-carrier.
Unique and recognisable with a
deep red and anthracite grey palette,
the collection includes hats, gloves,
dresses, bags and accessories. Another
key aspect of the project is that the uniforms of cabin, cockpit, ﬂying chefs,
and ground services will be streamlined
under a single design approach to offer
the passengers to live a holistic brand
experience. Bilotta’s designs bring together the form and function, an essential consideration for an airline that
ﬂies to most international destinations
in the world. New designs were not only
conceptualised in consultation with
fashion leaders and Turkish Airlines’
own team of cabin crew, but tested rigorously on long-haul trial ﬂights in different climates.
M. İlker Aycı, Turkish Airlines
Chairman of the Board and the Execu-

tive Committee commented; “Turkish
Airlines is always thrilled to collaborate
with such creative and distinctive talents which blend elegant and practical
design. While maintaining traditional
elements of Turkish design and culture,
our new uniforms are professional and
stay true to a culture of hospitality, just
like our airline.”
Ettore Billotta, the fashion designer behind the uniforms said, “When I
started to design for Turkish Airlines,
the ﬁrst thing that inspired me was
Istanbul. This city has been a melting
pot for art and civilisation for centuries
and has a rare richness as a common
heritage of many cultures. I wanted to
bring elements from traditional calligraphy and mosaics together with the
new interpretations of Turkish motifs,
which emphasize modern lines, into
foulards and ties to reﬂect a contrast
and duality.”
To launch the new look, the na-

tional carrier teamed up with globally
renowned British photographer and
artist, Miles Aldridge to shoot the new
Turkish Airlines cabin uniform collection in Istanbul’s unique spots.
Rich in culture and history, and vibrant in colour and texture, Istanbul,
spanning two continents, provided a
stunning backdrop to the uniforms.
Drawing on his ability to combine a meticulous approach and rare ﬂair for drama and narrative, Miles Aldridge shot
the collection using the city to create a
selection of bright and distinct images,
ready for the launch of the uniforms. A
moment that just happens to coincide
with the airlines 85th Anniversary.
"I was really inspired when I saw
the uniforms as they hark back to a
golden age of couture fashion from the
1950's, but with a very contemporary
twist. Again, it's very much like my own
work which is always referencing the
past but very much being in today."

Turkish Airlines Implements Two New Projects
for Better Service to Business Class Passengers
“Meal Selection Before Flight”
Awarded many times for its in-ﬂight catering
services, Turkish Airlines has carried its service a
step further and implemented a new project enabling Business class passengers to choose their
meals before the ﬂight.
With this service, which is applicable to the
below-mentioned intercontinental destinations
departing from Istanbul, Business class passengers can view the meal details and visuals of the
main dishes and make their choices on the webpage and/or mobile application.
Passengers can make their choices within the
period starting from one week before their ﬂight
date until the last 48 hours.
Turkish Airlines passengers who ﬂy from Istanbul to Atlanta, Bangkok, Beijing, Bogotá, Boston, Cape Town, Chicago, Guangzhou, Hanoi,
Havana, Ho Chi Minh City, Hong Kong, Houston, Jakarta, Johannesburg, Kuala Lumpur,
Los Angeles, Manila, Miami, Montreal, New
York, Phuket, Port Louis, San Francisco, Sao
Paulo, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, Taipei, Tokyo, Toronto, Washington DC, Caracas, Panama

City, Madagascar, Durban, Maputo, and Buenos
Aires can take advantage of this service.
For detailed information on "Meal Selection
Before Flight" service, please visit https://www.
turkishairlines.com/en-ua/ﬂights/ﬂy-different/
business-class/meal-selection/index.html

“Dine on Demand” Service
Another new experience that Turkish Airlines offers to its Business class passengers in intercontinental ﬂights is to allow them to dine at
any time they wish during the ﬂight. This privileged service concept applied by very few airline
companies in the world allows passengers to get
a more customized service.
Turkish Airlines passengers will have the opportunity to experience a more ﬂexible ﬂight by
determining the time they want to rest and dine.
The passengers can use this service in all
Turkish Airlines intercontinental night ﬂights*
departing from and arriving in Istanbul.
*There may be exceptions in some night
ﬂights depending on the time when the ﬂight is
performed.

urkish Airlines total revenue increased signiﬁcantly during the
ﬁrst half of the year, approximately
by 30 percent, compared to the same
period of last year, reaching $6 billion.
Thus, having displayed a remarkable
growth performance in 2017, Turkish
Airlines managed to increase both passenger and cargo revenue in the ﬁrst half
of 2018.
During the ﬁrst half of the year, Turkish Airlines managed to increase net
operating proﬁt up from $17 million to
$258 million, due to the increasing demand and unit revenues despite the increasing fuel prices.
In the ﬁrst half of the year, EBITDAR
(earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization and rent), which
is used as a cash generation indicator,
stood at $1.28 billion, with a 38 percent increase. This value is the highest
ﬁrst half EBITDAR value that Turkish
Airlines, that continues to be one of the
most proﬁtable airlines in the sector, has
so far achieved.
During the ﬁrst half of the year, total Load Factor climbed 4,3 percentage
points to 80.4%, recording the highest
load factor in Turkish Airlines history for
the ﬁrst half.
During the same period, increase
in total number of passengers carried,
capacity (available seat kilometre) and
demand (revenue per kilometre) was 18
percent, 9 percent and 16 percent, respectively, over the same period of last
year.
Turkish Airlines carried more than
35 million passengers during this period.
According to International Air Transport
Association’s (IATA) ﬁrst ﬁve month ﬁgures, the global aviation sector realised
capacity growth of 6 percent and demand
growth of 7 percent.
Turkish Airlines, which continues to
strengthen its identity as a leading global airline with its ever-expanding ﬂight
network and the implementation of
other signiﬁcant investments, currently
operates ﬂights to 49 domestic and 255
international destinations, a total of 304
destinations in 122 countries, along with
Freetown, Samarkand, Krasnodar and
Moroni, which have launched within this
year.
The ﬂeet of Turkish Airlines, one of
the youngest and most modern in the
world, operates a total of 325 aircraft,
comprising 215 narrow body, 92 wide
body and 18 cargo aircraft, as of today.
Investing in the most advanced and environmentally friendly new generation
aircraft, Turkish Airlines aims to reach a
ﬂeet of 500 aircraft by 2023.
Aiming to become one of the world's
largest air cargo carriers, Turkish Cargo
forms a wide corridor from Asia to Africa
and Europe to Latin America. In the ﬁrst
half of 2018, Turkish Cargo managed to
increase not only the amount of cargo
carried by 28 percent, compared to the
same period of last year, up to approximately 660 thousand tons, but also the
cargo revenue by 35 percent, up to $784
million.
Despite the strong global competitive
environment, economic and political uncertainties in the nearby region and severe operating conditions due to the fuel
price and currency ﬂuctuations, Turkish
Airlines, having around 52,000 employees with its subsidiaries, continues to
generate successful results and will continue its trend in the sustainable growth
path as the global brand of Turkey.

Turkish Airlines
Sponsors Exhibition
on Engraving
Techniques
Turkish artists to share
experience, expertise
with Qatari art lovers

T

urkish Airlines is the ofﬁcial airline partner
and sponsor of the engraving exhibition
of “Prof. Fatih Mika – Endless Entrust”,
which is being held by the “IKASD Istanbul Intercultural Dialogue Association of Art” under
the project of “Turkey-Qatar Intercultural Art
Dialouges” and curated by Beste Gursu. The exhibition is being organised under the auspices of
His Excellency Fikret Ozer, Turkish Ambassador
in Doha, and hosted by Katara Cultural Village.
“Art is the foundation that brings nations
closer to each other,” said Mehmed Zingal, General Manager of Turkish Airilines in Qatar. He
added, “Turkish Airlines is delighted to bring
a major exhibition to Qatar. We are always exploring for topics of mutual interest, as Turkish
Airlines stays a strong supporter of joint-events
between Qatar and Turkey.”
Fatih Mika has delivered lectures at Engraving Techniques and Graphic Arts at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Rome, the Foggia Academy of Fine
Arts and the Venice Academy of Fine Arts. He
currently holds a "Engraving Techniques" class

at the Florence Fine Arts Academy, attended by
students from all corners of the world. The artist
continues his work in his atelier in Rome, which
has seen more than 70 solo exhibitions as well as
participated in more than 100 collective exhibitions. He has also taken part in several important
Biennials and Triennials all over the world. Currently, the Turkish artist is available in Katara
Cultural Village for the ﬁrst time to share his experience and expertise with Qatari art lovers.

Turkish Airlines Sponsors
Doha Women Forum 2018
T

urkish Airlines, the national ﬂag
carrier of Turkey, Qatar ofﬁce
sponsored the second edition of
the Doha Women Forum 2018. The
event was held on 26 September at the
Westin Hotel in Doha. The forum is a
platform where women can learn from
the experts, and be inspired from the
experiences of other women and network.
“As part of Turkish Airlines’ efforts
to engage with the local community
here and facilitate growing relations
between Qatar and Turkey, we are delighted to have sponsored this forum,”
said Mehmed Zingal, General Manager
of Turkish Airlines, Qatar. “Supporting
Doha Women Forum in its efforts to feature women who successfuly impacted
their workplace, their community and
personal lives, contributes positively to
women and the society at large”.
The second edition of Doha Women
Forum unearthed trending leadership
strategies and best practices. The Forum provided a platform for women
from different walks of life and industries who took steps to affect positive changes in their communities and
workplaces. The Forum consisted of six
different topics, creating success, leading in workspace, the media inﬂuence,
clearing paths for gender parity and
commitment, which included a keynote
speaker, expert advice and an interactive session.
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AVELSAN is one of the cornerstones
in the establishment of Turkey’s
modern defence and aerospace industry. It employs more than 1,400 expert
staff across its six facilities in Turkey and
the United states who are passionately committed to HAVELSAN’s mission, vision and
core values. Today, with over 36 years of
innovation, its capabilities, excellent technology products and reference national and
international projects provide solutions
for defense, commercial and civil markets
worldwide.
Actively engaged in the area of software
intensive systems, HAVELSAN offers solutions with a broad range of indigenous
products and services in the ﬁelds of:

HAVELSAN
Seeks Innovation
in Technology

Command Control and Defence
Systems,
Training and Simulation
Technologies,
Information and Communication
Technologies, and
Homeland Security and Cyber
Security Solutions
Competitive Solutions
HAVELSAN develops globally competitive products and has become one of
the most important solution providers of
the Turkish Armed Forces (TAF). Among
these solutions, the Command Control and
Combat Systems developed for naval platforms has helped HAVELSAN become a
signiﬁcant player in the global market. The
GENESİS Combat Management System
(CMS) developed for Oliver Hazard Perry
class frigates constitutes the most comprehensive modernisation solution for these
frigates to date. HAVELSAN’s experience
and knowledge in the ﬁeld of CMS has also
paved the way for the company’s involvement in the modernisation projects for
Romania’s Type 22 class frigates and Pakistan’s Agosta 90B class submarines.
HAVELSAN has also successfully implemented the Air Force Information System project (HvBS), which is Turkey’s largest ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning)
project. Various versions of the same system in different sizes have also been offered
for use by friendly and allied nations.
Training technologies is another area
of activity where HAVELSAN is assertive.
HAVELSAN Training and Simulation Technologies division is a global player in pro-

TBA Helps
Promote
Trade and
Cultural
Relations

HAVELSAN has also
successfully implemented
the Air Force Information
System project (HvBS),
which is Turkey’s largest
ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) project. Various
versions of the system in
different sizes have also been
offered for use by friendly
and allied nations

viding comprehensive training solutions for
defense forces, military organizations and
civil aviation based on world class industry
leading simulation technology. It designs,
develops and integrates sophisticated simulation solutions of the highest standard
(European Aviation Safety Agency EASA
Level D) as well as provide complete maintenance, repair, operation, modiﬁcation
and support services. HAVELSAN simula-

tion solutions have been preferred by countries such as Republic of Korea, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Columbia, Equador, Pakistan,
Azerbaijan, Saudi Arabia and Qatar to name
a few. HAVELSAN has recently delivered a
Boeing 737NG simulator for Turkish Airlines expanding its simulation capabilities
into the civil aviation market. HAVELSAN
also offers diverse integrated proven simulation solutions such as the Artillery For-

POPULATION
80.8 million (2018, January) 1
LABOUR FORCE
28.189 million (2017) 1
32.796 million (2018 July) 1
(Updated as of 15 October 2018.)

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE
% 10.9 (2017) 1
% 10.8 (2018, May) 1

In terms of Gross National Product
(GNP), according to Purchasing Power
Parity (PPP), Turkish economy is the
13th largest in the world and the 5th
among European countries.

10.597 USD (2017) 1

- GDP Per Capita according to
Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) 25.655 USD (2017)

Ahmet Başar Chairman of
TBA-Qatar

T

urkish Businessmen Association
(TBA-Qatar) was established in May
2008. As a non-governmental, nonproﬁt organisation, TBA-Qatar represents
more than 45 members to date: Turkish
companies doing business in Qatar and
Turkish professionals working for nonTurkish companies and organisations.
The main objective of the Association
is to promote economic, trade and cultural
relations between Turkey and Qatar, said
Ahmet Başar, Chairman of TBA-Qatar
Turkey-Qatar ties have reached a very
high level in the last few years and there are
a lot of opportunities for businessmen on
both sides.
TBA-Qatar contributes to promoting
Turkish companies, goods and services,
providing assistance to Turkish businesses
interested in entering the Qatari market,
and guiding Qatari business community on
the opportunities in Turkey and capacities
of Turkish companies.
TBA-Qatar organises numerous networking events, seminars, social-cultural
gatherings and business forums for the
Turkish business community and business
organizations of other countries.
Through the activities of TBA-Qatar, its
members can expand their business relations, meet and share their knowledge and
experience about doing business in Qatar.
On behalf of the Board of TBA-Qatar,
Ahmet Başar thanked the Turkish Ambassador and the Commercial Counsellor in
Qatar for their support.

- INFLATION

(Updated as of 15 October 2018.)
Between 2008 and 2016, 7.3 million
new jobs were created.
In 2017, 1 million 108 thousand
new jobs were created

- EXPORT
108.6
157
143
143.8

157.8
233.7
199
207.2

30.6 billion USD (2018. January-August)
47.1 billion USD (2017)
33.1 billion USD (2016)
(Updated as of 15 October 2018.)

- FDI INFLOW
3.9 billion USD (2018. January-August) 6
7.532 billion USD (2017) 6
7.534 billion USD (2016) 6
12.077 billion USD (2015) 6
(Updated as of 15 October 2018.)

- RESERVES OF THE CENTRAL BANK OF TURKEY
66.3 billion USD foreign exchange, 17.8 billion
USD gold reserves
84.1 billion USD in total
(Updated as of 15 October 2018.) 2
2. Ministry of Treasury and Finance of Turkey

(Updated as of 14 September 2018.)

GDP GROWTH RATE
(at constant prices) 1
2015 : 6.1 %
2016: 3.2 %
2017: 7.4 %
2018: 7.3 % (First Quarter)
5.2 % (Second Quarter)
6.3 % (2018 First Half)
(Updated as of 14 September 2018.)
The average growth rate of Turkey in 2017 was 7.4 %. In 2017 Turkey became
the ﬁrst among G20 countries and the second fastest growing economy
among the OECD members after Ireland. For the ﬁrst quarter of 2018, Turkey
became the ﬁrst among OECD members and the second fastest growing
economy after India among G20 countries. In the second half of 2018, Turkish
economy grew 5.2 % and became the ﬁrst among the OECD countries.

% 17.3 (2018, July)
(Updated as of 15 October 2018.) 5

- PRIVATE SECTOR GROSS EXTERNAL DEBT STOCK
316.4 billion USD (2017 ) 2

- PUBLIC SECTOR GROSS EXTERNAL DEBT STOCK

billion USD (2018. January- August ) 1
billion USD (2017) 1
billion USD (2016) 1
billion USD (2015) 1

136.2 billion USD (2017) 2

- EXTERNAL DEBT STOCK

- TRADE VOLUME

- CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT

857 billion USD (2016)
851 billion USD (2017) 1
206.6 billion USD (2018, First Quarter)
204.2 billion USD (2018, Second Quarter) 1
[410.8 billion USD (2018, First Half)]

- BANKING SECTOR CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIO

billion USD (2018. January- August) 1
billion USD (2017)
billion USD (2016)
billion USD (2015)

- IMPORT

2002 - % 29.70
2011 - % 10.45
2012 - % 6.16
2013 - % 7.40
2014 - % 8.17
2015 - %8.81
2016 - % 8.53
2017 - %11.92
2018 - %24.52 (September)
(Updated as of 15 October 2018)

1. Turkish Statistical Institute

GDP

AREA
814.578 km2
(Projection: 779.452 km2)

GENERAL
OUTLOOK OF
TURKISH
ECONOMY

- GDP Per Capita

ward Observer Training Simulator (AFOS)
and Electronic Warfare Test and Training
Range (EWTTR) which has been delivered
to not only TAF but also friendly and allied
nations such as the Republic of Korea, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.
In the new era of information, HAVELSAN understands the importance of cybersecurity thanks to the years of working
on software intensive systems. Cyberspace

is now identiﬁed as the ﬁfth dimension of
modern warfare as it is relevant to military
operations in land, sea, air and space. In order to address the necessity of dominating
this information spectrum, HAVELSAN has
established Turkey’s ﬁrst and only Cyber Defence Technology Centre (SISATEM) which
began operations in March 2016. Processes
such as monitoring, analysis and alarm of
cyber incidents, service continuity and cyber
threat intelligence analysis are provided at
this operation center. HAVELSAN develops
national cyber security products (Internationally certiﬁed common criteria EAL4+)
as well as provides services such as cyber security training, corporate security support,
and software security analysis and testing to
various public and private institutions.
HAVELSAN Homeland security is committed to helping organizations prepare for
and respond to all levels of emergencies,
including threats to individual persons
and property, natural disasters, dangerous
events and security related incidents. It has
taken active roles in various projects from
pipeline security to city surveillance systems and the security of the world’s largest Istanbul third airport. Its capabilities
keep evolving to keep up with the needs of
customers.
With the broad experience and knowhow in defence systems, HAVELSAN has
taken several innovative initiatives in the
area of e-governance to successfully meet
the management informatics system requirements of public institutions. As a
leading solutions provider of e-governance
services in the country, it has developed
several national level proven products such
as the Turkish National Justice Information System(UYAP), Land Registry and Cadastral Information System (TAKBIS) and
Computer Support Central Elections Registry System (SECSIS) which was used in the
last 13 national elections.
HAVELSAN holds software industry
standard CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) level 3 certiﬁcation joining the ranks of elite software companies
representing commitement to providing
quality products, production efﬁciency and
the ability to reduce associated costs. The
CMMI certiﬁcation is one of many milestones representing the company’s commitment to achieving high level of excellence
in both software development and project
management.

266.4 billion USD (2018. January- August )
390.8 billion USD (2017) 1
342 billion USD (2016) 1
351 billion USD (2015) 1

453.2 billion USD (2017) 2
1

- INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION INDEX
+ % 1.7 (2018, August) 1
(Updated as of 16 October 2018.)
- Agreements for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the
Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes on Income
with 82 countries.

- TRADE BALANCE
- 49.2 billion USD (2018. January- August )
- 76.6 billion USD (2017) 1
- 56 billion USD (2016) 1
- 63.4 billion USD (2015) 1

- Agreements for Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of
Investments with 76 countries.
- Free Trade Agreements in force: with 20 countries
(19 countries and EFTA)³

- RATE OF EXPORTS MEETING IMPORTS
% 68.8 (2018, January- August ) 1
% 67.2 (2017) 1
% 71.8 (2016) 1
% 69.4 (2015) 1

- TOURISM

- TURKISH OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
3.9 billion USD (2015) 4
6.5 billion USD (2016) 4
8.12 billion USD (2017) 4
3. The Ministry of Trade of Turkey

41.6 million visitors; 31.5 billion USD revenue (2015) 1
25.3 million visitors; 22.1 billion USD revenue (2016) 1
32.4 million visitors; 26.2 billion USD revenue (2017) 1
27.023 million visitors; (2018, January- August ) (Updated as of
15 October 2018.)
11.469 billion USD revenue (2018. January- June)

4. Turkish Cooperation and Coordination Agency

6. Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey
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Award-Winning
Merger Mimari
Comes to GCC
C

agri Kurbal, owner of Merger Mimari, believes Qatar is primed to
be the next big trade centre of the
Gulf region and that now is the time for
companies to widen their markets. As a
distributor of premium European and
Turkish architectural and construction
materials, Merger Mimari outsource production of more than 100 upscale construction materials for premium projects
and ships them worldwide.

Cagri Kurbal

Merger Mimari,
an awardwinning
Istanbul-based
architectural
materials
solutions and
supply company,
has recently
started operating
in the GCC
region, basing
their business in
Doha

What Qatar Deserves
With a background in foreign trade
and investment, Kurbal is experienced in
working with several countries and is an
expert in architectural façade cladding.
The staff at Merger Mimari are also highly
experienced in this ﬁeld having successfully completed several challenging premium projects in very tough markets like
Turkey. Kurbal aims to transfer his company’s experience and impressive portfolio of brands to Qatar. He says: “Qatar deserves premium quality materials and the
best service. This is especially crucial for
the country’s 2022 goals. Poor materials
will mean a poor ﬁrst impression, and instead Qatar should be conveying its excellent business sense and economy through
sustainable investments that will stand
the test of time. Qatar has already established a top-tier international brand identity, and we are ready for the challenge.”
Qatar, New Trade Centre of the
Gulf Region
Qatar is now entering a great new
construction industry era, as the ongoing
Saudi-led blockade forces the country’s
construction industry to take control of
decisions regarding the supply of materials. Kurbal says this is a change which
will almost certainly prove advantageous
to Qatar in the long-term: “Project owners and architects are now deciding suitable designs and choosing the correct materials, and Qatar now has the advantage
of applying its own directives and specs
to these. This facilitates direct interaction
with the international markets and the
best in the world within this industry.”

With the recent passing of the Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) law, which will allow 100% non-Qatari investment in all sectors by the end of 2018, Qatar is poised to
become the trade hub of the GCC and Kurbal says: “This will deﬁnitely help develop
Qatar’s independent economy. Economic
development can never be considered
without the development of a proper industry, as it is the lifeline of any economy.”
Transferring Our Experience
Merger Mimari has worked on some of
Turkey’s biggest architectural projects, including the the Greenox Urban Residence
in Istanbul, which required the company
to push the limits of possibility in order to
provide the most natural looking concrete
and wood for the façade, using an aluminium based material. In partnership with
premium brand Euramax, the world’s
number one in aluminium coil coating,
they achieved an authentic look and the
building went on to be Leed Gold certiﬁed
and won the Sign of The City Award for
the Most Green Building category.
Kurbal continues: “We have also contributed to the building of some of the
most complex industrial buildings, such
as the Turkcell Data Center and Akbank
Data Center, in Turkey, with project

budgets of almost half a billion USD. Our
award-winning work on such projects
demonstrates our experience in using
the most suitable and effective materials;
knowledge which we believe will successfully transfer to the building of Qatar’s
industry in the following years.”
By bringing their ongoing supply
links with premium brands and speciﬁcally distributing directly to Qatar, Kurbal believes his company can add real
value to the country’s already ﬂourishing
construction industry and developing infrastructure.
Rising Together
“Today we have many successful
project references worldwide and we
would like to see more projects accomplished in Qatar. We are ready to bring
our products and our great experience to
Qatar, and these two cultures have similar objectives. Qatar is preparing for the
World Cup in 2022 and Turkey will be
celebrating 100th year of Turkish Republic in 2023. Both countries have challenging objectives to accomplish until then.
As we celebrate Turkish Republic Day
this week, we also share the same aims
and intentions as Qatar, and we feel that
both Turkey and Qatar will rise together.”

Time to Try Out the
Bespoke Tailoring Experience
W

e offer bespoke tailored clothes
ONLY FOR YOU with high
quality fabrics, ﬁnding life in
the hands of professional tailors.
In our BARIŞ BESPOKE Doha store
in the Pearl, you will ﬁnd suits, shirts,
tuxedos, casual or dinner jackets from
the fabrics of the best mills in Europe
such as Loro Piana, Ermenegildo Zegna,
Vitale Barberis, Holland & Sherry, Scabal, Dormeuil.

‘Don’t forget; being a
gentleman is
a matter of choice’
– Mohamed Aboutrika
The
displays
exceptional
h shop
h
di
l
i l
collections as well; Handmade shoes
painted with patina, sneakers leather
Jackets, overcoats, bags and leather goods
which are designed exclusively for men.
Come to your bariş bespoke Doha
store. Choose your fabric and taste
handmade quality, durable comfort,
look always sharp.
Redicovering Elegance
Our particular principle is to supply
bespoke tailoring clothes with personalized elements within an elegant harmony
of all the details; where the dress will be
worn, a person’s physical structure, color
and pattern choices such details as part
of the job.
BARIS BESPOKE embraces bespoke
clothes with sincere efforts of craftsmen
and highlights speciﬁc details of a person
with accessories resulting in the style of
elegance.
We want the gentlemen to dress
stylish and elegant. Furthermore, we

‘A man in a
well-tailored suit will
always shine brighter
than a man in an
off-the-rack suit’
– Mohammed Saadon
Al Kuwari
appeal to wide range of lifestyle and sectors from businessmen to architects or
a photographer, from the tourism sector
to artists who are keen to wear properly.
Our product range is tuxedo suit,

waistcoat, shirt, coat, trenchcoat, cashmere coat, jacket, trousers, bespoke short
and many other options. They all are designed to adapt bespoke clothes and completely private with the pattern of BARIS
BESPOKE Tailoring.
Personnel Clothes for
Corporate Companies
We
provide
services
to
corporate companies, as well. Our clothing projects for the corporate companies
consider the corporate identity, industry, climate of the company and customer proﬁle they address; ensuring efﬁcient working conditions of personnel.
We appeal to different industries such
as, hotels, airways, restaurants, banks,
transportation ﬂeet etc.

‘The difference between good and great
is attention to detail’
– Baris Kurbal
BARIS BESPOKE
Professional Staff
Professional crafts split as tailors of
women’s and men’s clothing. They are
experts in their ﬁelds, belonging to traditional methods since their early ages,
respectful to their masters lifetime, disciplined, having work ethics, at least 40
years of experience in their profession
and craftsmen over the age of 55.

